Polarization-Controlled Nanogap Cavity with Dual-Band and Spatially Overlapped Resonances
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ABSTRACT: Metasurfaces are ultrathin, two-dimensional arrays of sub-wavelength resonators, which can possess optical properties unobtainable naturally. One such desirable property is dual-band absorption occurring at the same spatial location, which could enable the enhancement of multiple processes simultaneously. However, demonstrations of multiband absorption to date have been limited to the mid-infrared and microwave regimes. Here, metasurfaces are demonstrated to have spatially overlapped, dual-band absorption in the visible to near-infrared using arrays of plasmonic nanogap cavities that consist of a sub-10 nm dielectric layer sandwiched between gold rectangles and a gold film. The relative strength of the two modes is tuned dynamically by varying the incident polarization, and the period between elements is used to tune the spectral bandwidth. Additionally, these near-perfect absorber structures fabricated by electron beam lithography (EBL) are compared to similar nanogap geometries fabricated using colloidal synthesized nanoparticles. This comparison reveals that EBL nanogap structures can achieve similar absorption performance to colloidal nanoparticles while enabling a much greater control of the nanoparticle shape, size, and relative position. These widely tunable, dual-band metasurfaces may find applications in spectrally multiplexed photodetectors and for enhancement of optical processes, such as nonlinear generation and Stokes-shifted absorption and emission processes.
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Light absorption is critical for many key applications including solar energy, optical communication, photocatalysis, and sensing. Engineered structures known as metasurfaces can be designed to strongly enhance light absorption and thus increase the efficiency of such optoelectronic devices. However, more advanced applications including multiplexed sensors and detectors and tailored optical processes at multiple wavelengths can be enabled by metasurfaces with two or more independently tunable absorption resonances. Dual-band absorption has been previously shown using pairs of metal–dielectric stacks and Jerusalem crosses in the mid-IR, as well as in the GHz regime using a bullseye structure. Thermal emission has been controlled at multiple wavelengths using dual-band absorbers consisting of arrays of different sized crosses. Additionally, adjacent nanorods with different dimensions have been utilized to simultaneously detect multiple surface-enhanced infrared absorption signals, and the use of biresonant photonic crystal cavities has been proposed for single small gas molecule detection using mid-IR photothermal spectroscopy. However, despite appealing potential applications such as dual-band sensing, enhancement of embedded emitters, and nonlinear frequency conversion, structures with multiple spectrally tunable, spatially overlapped resonances in the visible and near-infrared have been largely unexplored. Biresonant structures would offer the unique advantage of simultaneous large enhancement of both the excitation and emission rates of embedded emitters, potentially leading to significantly greater overall enhancement in the fluorescence and the development of brighter LEDs and transmitters for optical communication applications. Nonlinear optical processes could also greatly benefit from use of dual-band resonances. For example, spontaneous parametric down-conversion has a very low intrinsic efficiency, and several orders of magnitude of enhancement is necessary for significant generation at the nanoscale to enable on-chip creation of entangled photon pairs for quantum information processing, particularly at telecom wavelengths. The near-IR band is also promising for nonlinear frequency conversion for applications such as bioimaging, drug delivery, and photovoltaics.

Here we show that arrays of nanorectangles fabricated by electron beam lithography (EBL) and separated from a gold ground plane by a sub-10 nm dielectric layer display two absorption resonances in the near-infrared which can be...
independently tuned and separated by as much as 500 nm. Furthermore, finite-element simulations (COMSOL Multiphysics) confirm the spatial overlap of these two modes, which is critical for leveraging both modes simultaneously. The geometry of the sample consists of precisely arranged ensembles of absorbing elements on a gold substrate separated by a thin dielectric layer (7 nm of Al₂O₃), shown in Figure 1a–c. This structure results in a waveguide cavity mode, giving rise to a resonance. The resonant wavelength is determined by the length and effective index of the waveguide cavity and, in this case, is controlled via the size of the absorbing elements, thus changing the volume of the cavity. With a surface coverage density of approximately 25%, an absorption of 80% or greater can be achieved on resonance for eight different sizes. EBL-fabricated disks are observed to have higher peak absorption compared to EBL-fabricated cubes. Previous literature shows that metasurfaces based on colloidal nanocubes show near-perfect absorption with a similar nanogap structure.25,27 However, to this point, it remained unclear whether similar performance could be obtained with EBL-fabricated nanoparticles, which are not limited by the variety of sizes and shapes that can be synthesized. To compare the performance of the EBL-fabricated film-coupled nanoparticles with colloidal nanoparticles, metasurfaces of colloidal silver nanocubes were studied using EBL and colloidal synthesis, before examining dual-band rectangular absorbers.

To evaluate the performance of EBL-fabricated nanogap absorbers, reflection spectra were measured from film-coupled gold disks and cubes using a white light source at nearly normal incidence, as shown in Figure 1d (additional spectra in SI Figure 1). The resonance wavelength is tuned from the visible to the near-infrared by varying the size of the absorbing elements, thus changing the volume of the cavity. With a surface coverage density of approximately 25%, an absorption of 80% or greater can be achieved on resonance for eight different sizes. EBL-fabricated disks are observed to have higher peak absorption compared to EBL-fabricated cubes. Previous literature shows that metasurfaces based on colloidal nanocubes show near-perfect absorption with a similar nanogap structure.25,27 However, to this point, it remained unclear whether similar performance could be obtained with EBL-fabricated nanoparticles, which are not limited by the variety of sizes and shapes that can be synthesized. To compare the performance of the EBL-fabricated film-coupled nanoparticles with colloidal nanoparticles, metasurfaces of colloidal silver nanocubes were investigated in this work: cubes of different sizes, disks of different sizes, disks with various fill fractions, and rectangles with different ratios of width and length. Nine, 12, or 16 elements are shown for clarity; however, the actual size of one array is 100 μm × 100 μm and contains over 10,000 elements. (b) SEM images of 93 nm EBL-fabricated disks. (c) SEM images of 160 nm EBL-fabricated cubes (scale bar is 500 nm). (d) Reflection spectra of EBL-fabricated cubes and disks of various sizes. (f) Comparison of the full-width at half-maximum (fwhm) between EBL-fabricated disks, cubes, and colloidal silver nanocubes.
produced using a similar 7 nm Al₂O₃ layer on a gold ground plane (additional fabrication details in the SI). Figure 1e shows reflection spectra of these metasurfaces for nanocubes with side lengths from 65 to 120 nm. In these experiments, for the same resonance wavelength, EBL-fabricated nanoparticles typically have higher peak absorption than colloidal nanocubes, which is most likely due to higher fill fractions and better size uniformity. In addition, the full-widths at half-maximum (fwhm) are extracted from the spectra for both the colloidal nanocubes and the EBL-fabricated particles and are shown as a function of resonance wavelength in Figure 1f. The bandwidth of EBL-fabricated and colloidal samples is comparable at similar resonance wavelengths, demonstrating that the resultant plasmonic cavities have similar quality factors.

To control the peak absorption and the width of the plasmon resonance, critical to, for example, photovoltaics and photoluminescence enhancement, arrays of 100 nm disks were fabricated with different periods and, thus, different fill fractions of absorbing elements on the surface. The reflection spectra for each of these arrays are shown in Figure 2a, and the corresponding SEM images are shown in Figure 2b.

It is seen that at higher fill fractions the fwhm of the plasmon resonance increases from 80 nm to 122 nm. Additionally, the resonance wavelength red-shifts with increasing fill fraction, in particular for the highest fill fraction of 35%. The simulations shown in Figure 2d are found to be consistent with experiments for fill fractions below 26%. However, at the highest fill fraction, a significant red-shift in the resonance wavelength is observed experimentally, which may be explained by near-field coupling between neighboring elements delocalizing the plasmon mode.

Next, to realize nanostructures with two resonances that can be tuned independently of each other, we investigate arrays of rectangular elements. By utilizing the two different dimensions in a single rectangle absorber, two resonances can be obtained simultaneously. Polarized light can be used to access either the transverse or longitudinal modes, which originate from the width and length of the rectangle, respectively. The transverse electric (TE) configuration occurs when the polarization of incident light is along the length, while the transverse magnetic (TM) configuration occurs when the polarization of incident light is along the width. As the polarization of the incident light varies from along the length dimension to along the width, the amount of coupling of the incident light into the two modes varies, resulting in a reduction in the amplitude of the longitudinal mode and an increase in the amplitude of the transverse mode, which reaches a maximum when the polarization is in the TM configuration. For the 110 nm width and 150 nm length rectangles, shown in Figure 3a, this tuning corresponds to a gradual shift in the resonance wavelength from 982 nm to 1172 nm. Additionally, rectangles with 160 and 170 nm length were investigated to further examine tailored double resonances on a single element; their polarization-dependent absorption properties are also shown in Figure 3a. When the incident polarization is near 45°, there is significant absorption into both the TE and TM modes. This configuration to transverse magnetic (TM) configuration when white light is incident on the sample. (b) Reflection spectra from the rectangle absorbers shown in (a) when the incident white light polarization is near 45°. (c) Resonance wavelength of rectangle absorbers as a function of rectangle length from 140 nm to 200 nm. The transverse mode associated with the 110 nm width dimension is at approximately 1000 nm, while the longitudinal mode can be tailored from 1118 nm to 1527 nm.
To highlight the independent tuning of the two resonances, seven different arrays of rectangles with fixed width and varying lengths were fabricated. Figure 3c shows the resonance wavelengths for the two absorption modes of each array, which were measured using an incident polarization of $\theta = 50^\circ$. A transverse resonance mode associated with the width dimension was observed at approximately 1000 nm in all cases, while the longitudinal resonance mode associated with the length varies from 1118 nm to 1527 nm. Thus, spectral separations between the transverse and longitudinal modes can be tuned from $\sim 100$ nm to more than 500 nm by varying the length of the rectangles. We note that the transverse mode at around 1000 nm has a slight red-shift with increasing length, even though the width design is fixed at 110 nm. This may be explained by the bleeding effect in the lithography process, which results in slightly larger widths than those chosen in the design as the length of the rectangles is increased, causing a red-shift in the resonance wavelength. Another potential contributing factor could be interactions between the transverse and longitudinal modes.

To demonstrate that the transverse and longitudinal modes in rectangular absorbing elements can be utilized simultaneously, the electric field distribution is calculated using full-wave simulations based on the finite-element method (COMSOL Multiphysics) at the resonance wavelengths of both the transverse and longitudinal modes for $110 \times 160$ nm rectangles. For the resonance wavelengths of both modes, the electric field shows large, over 45-fold, enhancement along the two sides of the rectangle that are perpendicular to the incident polarization. In addition to demonstrating two resonance modes with spectral separation controlled by the difference between the rectangle’s width and length, we further show that the enhanced electric fields from these two resonance modes possess good spatial overlap. To further illustrate this spatial overlap, the spatial distribution of the field enhancement is shown in Figure 4c for 990 and 1250 nm light impinging on the nanorectangle, which matches the two resonance wavelengths. This spatial distribution is calculated by multiplying the field enhancements from Figure 4a and b. The field enhancements could be even greater by utilizing a thinner dielectric layer than the 7 nm of $\text{Al}_2\text{O}_3$ used in this work. The
enhanced electric field at two wavelengths with good spatial overlap are promising for optical processes involving multiple wavelengths. Fluorescent emission is selected as an example to illustrate the advantage of these dual resonances; however, other processes such as harmonic generation and four-wave mixing could also benefit. Specifically, it is assumed that a dipole emitter, such as a PbS quantum dot, with an emission wavelength of 1250 nm is placed in the nanogap and excited by 990 nm light with polarization perpendicular to the nanoractangle’s width. It is shown in Figure 4d that the total fluorescence enhancement factor $EF$ and spontaneous emission rate enhancement $\gamma_{sp}/\gamma_{0}^0$ achieve large enhancements compared with an emitter placed on glass as a control. The simulated dependence of this enhancement on the emitter position is obtained by sequentially placing a single dipole emitter on a discrete $41 \times 41$ grid in the nanogap underneath the nanoractangle. The emission rate enhancement can be attributed to the increased local density of states due to the presence of the longitudinal mode centered at the emission wavelength, while the total fluorescence enhancement factor $EF$ is a consequence of both the transverse and longitudinal modes, and defined as

$$EF = \frac{\eta_{ex}^f QY}{\eta_{ex}^0 QY}$$

(1)

where $\eta$ is the collection efficiency, $\eta_{ex}$ is the excitation rate, $QY$ is the quantum yield, and the superscript "0" refers to the emitter on glass. The transverse mode at 990 nm causes the excitation rate enhancement distribution depicted, while the longitudinal mode at 1250 nm enhances the photon out-coupling channel and thus results in the spontaneous emission rate enhancement and quantum yield enhancement distributions shown. The final EF pattern can be regarded as the result of the spatial overlap of the two modes according to eq 1, similar to the product of the electric field distributions shown in Figure 4c. Thus, the total fluorescence intensity and spontaneous emission rate can be enhanced simultaneously with dual-band resonances in a single nanoparticle. In order to compare the performance to singly resonant nanoparticles, simulations are also performed using the same method for 110 and 160 nm nanocubes. In those cases, either the total fluorescence or the spontaneous emission rate obtains large enhancement depending on whether the resonance of the nanocube is overlapped with the excitation or the emission wavelength. However, simultaneous enhancement cannot be achieved without the presence of dual-band resonances.

In summary, we have demonstrated a metasurface with two, near-perfect absorption resonances that can be independently tuned relative to each other through a range of more than 500 nm. The polarization of the incoming light provides a knob to tune the relative strength of the two resonances dynamically as well as transition from two to a single resonance. These metasurfaces operate in the visible and near-IR and possess resonances that are spectrally separated while spatially overlapped, which could provide critical advantages for multiplexed sensors and detectors, as well as processes such as stimulated Raman scattering, entangled photon generation, and multiphoton absorption. A vertical plasmonic gap structure was utilized that supports a highly confined gap-plasmon mode and consists of metal nanoparticles on a sub-10 nm dielectric film with an underlying gold ground plane. The metal nanoparticles were fabricated using both colloidal nanoparticles and EBL and displayed similar absorption performance. This shows the promise for combined bottom-up and top-down fabrication, as atomic layer deposition enables single-nanometer control of the critical vertical gap dimension, while EBL allows for a wide variety of sizes and shapes of nanoparticles as well as deterministic element placement. This platform also opens up possibilities to tailor the radiation pattern, mix different sizes and shapes of nanoparticles, and create integrated waveguides.
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